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THE INTERNATIONAL
SANCTUARY GROUP



The International is an apartment building of rare 
quality. Wrapped in an iconic exoskeleton with a 
restored historic façade in the heart of the city.

Apartments feature a three-metre stud and luxurious, 
contemporary fittings.

With a range of amenities more commonly found  
in a five-star hotel, it is a residence for those 
expecting the best.
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C3 Brushed NickelChrome C51 Brushed Metal Black

“ The Pan collection is our interpretation of the basic cylinder type single lever mixer, which begins with 

classic archetypes and goes on to develop completely original aesthetics and new types of taps. We 

focused our attention on the joint between the vertical and horizontal elements: as in nature there are 

no cuts and weldings, so that the spout and handle are derived from the body of our tap, through a 

soft connection, designed like the trunk of a tree, according to exactly the same smooth logic found 

in the graft between the trunk and the branch of a tree.”Design Ludovica+Roberto Palomba

W1 Embossed Matt WhiteC41 Brushed Gold N1 Embossed Matt Black



C51 Brushed Metal Black

W1 Embossed Matt WhiteC41 Brushed Gold N1 Embossed Matt Black

“Compact and squared, user-friendly and on-trend, Jingle is a modern project, because it is 

simple and immediate. We wanted a pure object, where even the construction detail of a pipe 

or a chamfered edge, in the right proportions, expressed design. With a rather “Castiglioni-like” 

simplicity, Jingle is a young object in every sense.”

Design Ludovica+Roberto Palomba

Download e-catalogue
robertson.co.nz/technical-resources

For more information contact design@robertson.co.nz
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EasySET
Exposed
For Ultimate 
Showering Convenience

COMING SOON...

EasySET Exposed is the latest thermostatic (auto temperature) mixer by 
American Standard. It maintains the correct balance of hot and cold water based 
on user’s preset temperature. You no longer need to waste time and precious 
water fiddling with the lever to achieve that perfect water temperature!

COMFORT.  
SAFETY.  
ECO-FRIENDLY.

EasySET Exposed Thermostatic 
(Auto Temperature) mixer 
maintains the correct balance of 
hot and cold water based on user’s 
preset temperature. It will react - 
within a fraction of a second- to 
any changes in the water pressure 
or temperature by automatically  
re-adjusting the ratio of hot 
and cold water so your water 
temperature stays consistent 
throughout the entire shower. 

You no longer need to waste time 
and precious water fiddling with 
the lever to adjust your water 
temperature every time before 
you shower or get scalded (or 
at least a rude shock) when your 
family member uses cold water in 
other parts of the house.

Also thoughtfully designed for 
your comfort and convenience, the 
extra space on the mixer provides 
space for toiletries with side hooks 
to hang other accessories.

FEATURES

THERMOCOMFORT

Pamper yourself with a shower 
at a constant and comfortable 
temperature even when cold water 
is used elsewhere in the house.

THERMOSAFE

For homes with children and 
elderly, prevent accidental scalding 
with the safety temperature control 
that caps water temperature at 
49oC and shuts off when cold water 
supply fails.

COOLSHIELD

As an added precaution, the faucet 
body has been designed to stay 
cool at all times, preventing any 
instances of accidental scalding.

PUSH & TURN

Dial adjusts water volume easily and 
offers daily convenience at the push 
of a button.



EASYCLICK 

With a simple push of a 
button, you can easily 
switch between 3 spray 
functions for an indulgent 
shower of your choice.

SWIVEL BATH 
SPOUT

Simply hide away the 
bath spout for more 
space flexibility and  
safety in the bathroom.

EASYGLIDE 

No more fumbling 
moments with a slider 
that allows you to 
adjust its height in just 
one fluid twist-and-go 
movement.

PUSH. TURN. ENJOY.

Be in total control of both the 
temperature and volume of 
the water to create your own 
perfect shower.

ALSO AVAILABLE

EASYSET CONCEALED 

If you plan to have a hand piece, slide 
shower, overhead shower and body 
jets all in one bathroom, the EasySET 
concealed solution  gives you the 
flexibility to configure your dream 
showering experience. 



PH:  +64 9 573 0490  
FAX: +64 9 573 0495 
EMAIL:  sales@robertson.co.nz

Request our latest brochures...

Our latest IDEAS brochure is a treasure 
trove of innovative product and great 
design, while our GROHE brochure 
features the finest sanitaryware from  
the masters of design and technology.  
Request your FREE copy now!

sales@robertson.co.nz

WELLINGTON

ROBERTSON

23 Marion St, Te Aro 
Ph: (04) 595 1165

Open Monday to Friday 8.30am - 5pm 
Closed Saturday and Sunday

For a bathware consultation please make an  
appointment by emailing sales@robertson.co.nz

CHRISTCHURCH

HOME IDEAS

37 Mandeville Street Riccarton 
Ph: (03) 348 2863

Open Monday to Friday 9am - 5pm 
Saturday 10am - 4pm  Sunday 11am - 4pm
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AUCKLAND

ROBERTSON

25 Vestey Drive, Mt Wellington 
Ph: (09) 573 0490

Open Monday to Friday 8.30am - 5pm   
Saturday 9am - 1pm 
Closed Sunday

26 Morrow Street, Newmarket 
Ph: (09) 522 8375

Open 7 days 10am - 6pm  

SUSPENDED 
SCULPTURES

Imagine a bathroom that offers not just sleek, cutting-edge, bold 
design, but also confidence and control. Where you can tell water 
temperature at a glance and switch water flow with just a swipe 
of your hand. A room where nothing is left to chance, where form 
delivers function in a sleek, tactile package. With the new GROHE  
Plus you can make it a reality.

This innovative range puts control and convenience in your hands. 
The GROHE Plus range includes faucets with a temperature display, 
so you will know the exact water temperature at all times. Plus also 
offers a new level of ergonomic comfort and practical function with 
its pull-out and swivel spout variants presented in a silhouette of 
architectural strength and elegance, with surfaces so sleek they 
invite interaction.

At Robertson bathware we import Europe’s most innovative bathroom products. But we do more than that – we keep 
connected with the latest trends and inspiration, giving our home-grown architects and designers the opportunity to put 
their own spin on the very latest designs. ‘Imagine’ features a sample of such reinventions in bathroom design.

Imag ine . . . . . . . .

Kaos is a collection of suspended sculptural bathtubs 
seemingly shaped by the weight of the water for design-
oriented contemporary living. Through a sophisticated 
engineering solution the mechanics are concealed 
under the rim of the bathtub conveying a new visual 
impact that has won Kaos worldwide recognition as an 
icon of bathroom design. 

KAOS

DESIGN 
LUDOVICA + ROBERTO PALOMBA

GROHE PLUS – 
ACCURACY  
THAT GOES 
BEYOND DESIGN

SPECIFICATION ONLY.  
CONTACT ROBERTSON 

FOR AVAILABILITY.

COMING SOON...


